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Misses the disparity hidden by the dash. Besides, sports 
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democracy. But people generally don!t read or view news as an 
info gathering activity. Our reasons for creating the news is 
different from our audience!s reason for reading it.
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battle over the front page. The new front page is already 
here...
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We abundance because control doesn’t scale. At least not 
while remaining human, as totalitarian states show.So we 
get an abundance of good and an abundance of bad. We’;ve 
tended to focus on how to protect citizens from the bad, 
but an abundance of good creates its own problems and 
dynamic. If an abundance of crap is worrying, abundance of 
good is terrrifying. That’s where our ecosystem really 
breaks.
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We have an old way of dealing with the good. You scale info by 
having experts decide what!s needed and what shape it should 
take. organize and shape it for us.



In an age of an abundance 

of good,

the struggle is over

metadata.

The front page is metadata. In an abundance of good, the 
battle, the struggle is over metadata.
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Abundance of metadata
Fruit

Apples Grapes

Pommes
Health

Baskets

Cones

Delicious

Allergic

Globalism

We’re creating new tools to manage the abundance of 
metadata. tags - proving postmodernists right, that the 
author has no special privilege about what her work is 
about.



Abundance of metadata
Maria

Carlos Karl

Albert
Catherine

Ethan

Mei

Barack

Melanie

Grumpy

social networks - not personalization but socialization



Abundance of metadata

Apple Is Fruit

Is

Edible

Is

Grown

Basket Contains Fruit

is colored

Red

straw

is made of

sem web. attempt to formalize it so it can be used by 
computers. Strengths and weaknesses
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role in ceating it. And they create a new type of public 
that’s putting itself together in public. 
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Unsettled

Transparent

Fallible

Public

The new tools a!ect our understanding of the data and our 
role in ceating it. And they create a new type of public 
that’s putting itself together in public. 



Abundance

The simplicity of this division no longer works. This division 
is itself metadata. If only it were this simple. The division 
gets in the way. And that is the most uncomfortable frame I 
can leave you with.



Thank you.
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